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One particle is all

Only one

All for one

One for all

One particle is all.
Loss is felt throughout existence and is such as a balloon squeezed into various shapes exerting tension to re-assume its original shape.
Ice crystals form when atmospheric conditions are such that they may be supported. When the temperature changes all melt without argument to become the water they came from. Humanity is bound more aggressively but the release to clarity also comes with the knowledge of sameness.
Angkor Wat, Cambodia
Many traditions believe that all things come from a common source; a source that is still yet moves. Ancient books and traditions describe this paradox and they present an important challenge to be made sensible.
The stillness that moves is an illusion - imagery seeking itself.

Movement and energy are the same for there is no energy without movement and vice-versa. We are products of movement; we are the stillness that moves and the identifications we hold as real are arrangements of movement maintained by our continued resistance to who we are in reality: God.
Alice in Wonderland. Central Park, NY.
Sculpture by Jose de Creeft (1900-1982).
Lewis Carroll

Charles Lutwidge Dodgson better known by the pseudonym Lewis Carroll was an accomplished 19th century mathematician who advanced logic to the inevitable conclusion that the linear or evolutionary objective is untenable. He observed that resistance (thinking) has reduced humanity to a hardened shell and that any point on the shell is an entryway to worlds of endless possibilities. Carroll’s conclusions were unprecedented and he quickly realized that should he speak directly of his discovery he would be ridiculed. And so, he concealed the knowledge in metaphor and wrote it down in the form of a fairytale known as Alice in Wonderland.

Lewis Carroll had tapped into the stream of eternal recurrence.
We exist within the hardened shell of our thinking and in order to release we require the knowledge of antiquity that includes all at a glance.
Alice

She said that

They’re her playmates

Independent personalities

Insisting on their own agendas

That sometimes they even sneak up behind her & nudge her for attention.

She said that

Her own plans were usually put on hold

As she got older they gradually

Lost their outer manifestations

Transferring to the inner experience of her mind.

She said that

they were growing up with her...

Later she commented

That It was probably her removal from the non-thinking world

That caused them to disappear & hide.
Now a young woman

No longer are her playmates available

But, she still remembers

Knows that when this time of reconciliation is past

She will once again return

Where again her friends will come out to play

And the kingdom will open at her command.
A Journey Out of Time
A personal experience:

I was born in 1949 and raised in a small farming town in the West of Ireland. At the age of twenty-one I found that I could no longer continue with the life I was leading. I was fearful just about all the time and embarrassed by my inability to compete intellectually on almost any level. The Irish school system that fostered corporal punishment absolutely terrified me and left me educationally disabled. In addition, my home life was filled with trepidation and sometimes raw fear as the indulgences of my alcoholic father were catered to. This was not a nurturing environment for any child and most especially not for one as sensitively inclined as I. And so, by the age of twenty-one I was a wreck, although covering it well by an aggressive and well manufactured charm that seemed to fool all. Eventually my inadequacies began to be startlingly obvious and as my defenses were weakening I decided to save myself from the predictable avalanche of disasters to come by just running away.

I left Ireland for New York, it was 1972. After two years I married and for the next eighteen years I lived what must have seemed a very ordinary and conventional life to anyone observing me. I was covering well, a master of illusion was I. The reality was that nothing had really changed. I just went from the frying pan to the fire.
blundered on. My wife was too far inside the wine bottle to even notice me – this suited me okay as I knew I was at least safe from discovery. But, as is true of most alcoholics, her forte was control and she was very crafty at manipulating my weaknesses to build the false world that would protect her own demon. And so life evolved into a routine of tense normalcy. We brought two children into the world and, in spite of our mutual dysfunctions, we found common ground in our love for the children.

I worked as a manual labourer in a chemical factory and also picked up side jobs as a floor scraper. I discovered that I was quite good at maintaining and building things around the house and most Saturdays I would be found at Home Depot chasing one project or another. I kept busy and my many responsibilities kept me distracted from the frustration that was forever clawing my mind like a caged animal. I thought it was just pure loneliness, but it was much deeper than loneliness as I was soon to find out.

Then, in 1992, everything changed radically and in a way so unpredictable as to require nothing less than a complete change of lifestyle. It was afternoon and I was at home. I was in the throes of a domestic drama when suddenly I entered into an
experience of such completeness that it left me with full awareness of the common truth behind all universal activity. I told a few friends but quickly realized that people will not accept such information without a rational explanation. Then, shortly after the event, my life was turned upside down when I was diagnosed with heart disease. While still adjusting to this I received a letter from my employer saying that my services were no longer required. Divorce followed and finally I was free. Although, I didn’t feel very free at the time, it felt more like my time was up and that I was going to die soon. But, no such easy exit for me.

These happenings marked a new beginning as I entered into a quest for the knowledge necessary for me to understand the information. I have now found the reason behind my frustration and its discovery has indeed surprised me. In my wildest dreams I could never have envisioned the awareness I am now attempting to share with you. This information is pure healing from the very core of being and it is my life’s purpose to continue refining it to clarity.
LOVE is the answer ~

I discovered that the way to comprehend the experience I received is through understanding the relative concept that is ‘time’. It sounds hard, but really it’s not. In fact it is almost a joke, although a most serious and personal one since we are the brunt of it. The joke is that we leave Love (non-energy) and blunder around in ignorance (energy) without realizing that what we are seeking is, and always has been at the point we started from. The beginning is the end and the end is the beginning and in between there is only illusion. The prize is guaranteed and no matter how we complicate ourselves looking for whatever answers we think we need, we will always come up short unless we see through the illusion and use it instead as a process of elimination and not as a means to its own end. The experience I received was that of watching the illusion reveal. The revelation began as a gradual event initiated by the surreal observation of everything around me dissolving and disappearing into my body. I did not feel scared and as dissolution continued I had a growing feeling of love for myself and for everything that was continuing to disappear into me. Finally there was nothing left, all was unified and I no longer had a body. I was beyond matter in a state of love without condition where all was as one.
At the time, I was surprised with both the spontaneous ease of transition back to my body and the totality of the experience I had received. It was significant for me to note that the growing love seemed to track the dissolution of matter. I realized that one phenomenon somehow created response in the other and that both actions were inter-related. In short, the dissolution of matter catalyzed the growth of love until finally the universe was transformed to pure love. I thereby concluded that material structures bind love and that our purpose in this world must undoubtedly be to release our material constructs back to Love.
Chalice of Love
There is no death ~

I entered a timeless moment where there was no separation between things. I was most distinctly aware of a feeling of love that increased as dissolution continued. Then, it became absolute. Next instant, I hear my wife continuing to rail at me and obviously quite unaware as to what I had just experienced. I am an ordinary person subject to ordinary reactions but I did recognize that something amazing had just occurred. I may well have excused it away but so much change came in its wake that I had to take notice as I was baffled and battered into a new mode of living. Looking back I realize that there were forces at work guiding me to the circumstances that would enable me to put wheels under this new awareness. I realized quickly that the acquisition of fill-in information involved cooperation other than a willingness to attend lectures and read books. It involved a commitment that required letting go of the structures I had always served most diligently and placing my security in an awareness that made no logical sense to me at the time. I had to let go of my ideas of protection, especially in terms of financial security. And so, because I felt that the experience I received was real I had to conclude that its potential is without limit and
that it was a small price to offer in return. I thereby committed to see security in a
different way and I have since proved that I was correct. Over the ensuing years I
never held back as I developed a relationship with myself whereby I felt that the love I
sought to prove was so close to me that even if I were to become a beggar on the
streets it would be perfect. My primary concern then and now is to be true to the love
that is guiding me – the same love that is guiding you.

The interactive dynamic between time and structure is central to learning who we
are: Love is timeless and material structures contain time, thus, love is limited by
material structures. The rationalization of structure is a return to timelessness. We
must become as a seed that no longer has to go out because it now knows that all is
already within.
Circularity to linearity:

Ankh; symbol of resistance.
Circularity to linearity:

The resistant cloud.

https://youtu.be/ojHsq36 NTU

(Video by Nasseim Hariman)
As the one particle cycles in/out of time it emits a resistant cloud of energy. We are denizens of the cloud and to achieve our purpose we must learn the bigger picture.
The Bigger Picture
With each repeat of the particle the universe is completely annihilated and reconstructed. This involves a process to be understood...
As things accelerate they lose shape and get smaller.

- Salvador Dali
Consider, a ball is thrown and instead of falling to earth the ball continues to accelerate: the ball reduces in size as it gains speed and when it reaches 186,000 miles/sec it will have disappeared.

The above in a nutshell is Albert Einsteins *Theory of Special Relativity.*
As the ball reduces in size it gains mass. At the speed of light the ball is too small to be observed. As acceleration continues more and more stuff gets packed into less and less space until finally the universe is contained within the smallest possible amount of space: the particle.

*Mass = vibration.*
The particle disappears and re-appears in the least possible amount of time.
The resistant cloud emanates from repetition.
Ohm’s Law in action.

All movement happens within the resistant cloud.
The particle is all-inclusive.

(As we increase resistance/time we lose inclusivity).
The ‘timeless’ particle is the ultimate black hole.
Aten

One repetitive particle creating all.
Eternal re-occurrence (Egypt 1300 BC)
Everything proceeds from one source; proceeds and returns, proceeds and returns, and on and on – constantly recurring. And the name of this source is Love and Love is not a thing at all, but infinitely more.
Without knowledge of *eternal recurrence* there is no possibility of eliminating our resistance to Love.
Tao Te Ching

Lao Tzu (400 B.C.)
Touch Ultimate Emptiness...

Touch ultimate emptiness,

Hold steady and still

All things work together:

I have watched them reverting,

And have seen how they flourish

And return again, each to his roots.

This, I say, is the stillness:

A retreat to one’s roots;

Or better yet, return to the will of God,

Which is I say, to constancy

The knowledge of constancy

I call enlightenment and say...

Over...
That not to know it is blindness that works evil

But when you know

What eternally is so

You have stature

And stature means righteousness

And righteousness is kingly

And kingliness divin

And divinity is the Way

Which is final

Then, though you die

You shall not perish.

"There is another world, but it is in this one."

William Butler Yeats
The Gathering

Like a harvest
The gathering to One
The knowledge of One
Time undone
To see everything
Gathered into itself

Over...
Everything disintegrating into Love

All dissolving into me

People, places, animals, everything!

No difference to show

All coming apart

All merging to unity

To return ’alive’

Full knowing I never left

Everything back in place

Now this journey I must face.
A Matter of Time

Drunken Time and Drunken Computation by Salvador Dali

Time is a function of matter

A dysfunction to shatter

Time cannot be

When matter is free.

...Over
Matter flowing free!
How can this be?
No more time
No more dying.

When we depart there is no time
All exist complete and fine
No definitions by body defined
All complete in infinite rhyme.

Time is a function of matter
A dysfunction to shatter
To live in the now
No more furrows to plough.

So stay in the moment
For it’s there you will find
That matter will flow
When Love runs the show.
One Flippin’ Frame

One frame!
One Frame!
One inside out
One flippin’ frame.

Only one
One frame for all our movies
One flippin’ frame
One inside out.

Over...
Now, now, all is now!
One frame! One flippin’ frame
TIMELESS!

All our movies from one frame
A ‘timeless’ frame
Everything different
But still the same.

Happening so fast
our senses reveal
The stories we feel
We believe what seems real.

Lost in our movies
Lost in time
Lost and entwined
In the illusion of time.

Over...
One frame!
One frame!
One inside out
One flippin' frame.
And ever shall this law hold good, nothing that is vast enters into the life of mortals without a curse

- Sophocles (496-406 BC)
Special Relativity:
As an object accelerates it reduces in size becoming increasingly timeless as it gains mass. At 186,000 miles/sec. the object is outside of normal reference. As acceleration continues this growing mass continues to include all in its wake until it finally becomes the all-inclusive particle which then disappears out of time before returning to begin a new cycle. This annihilation/re-construction of the universe occurs in the least possible amount of time.

- Mass is rate of return – vibration.
The cycling particle releases the spectrum of resistance/gravity.
The particle has ultimate electro-magnetic force/mass/gravity and the vibration of the particle emits a resistant cloud that exchanges mass for weight. (The particle remains unchanged as the resistant cloud develops).
Inertia:
The resistant cloud is the transformation of mass to weight. Weight is resistance and the reason why (in a vacuum) all things fall at the same rate is because weight is the reciprocal of mass.

(Ohm’s Law).
Galileo dropped balls of different weights from the Leaning Tower of Pisa to demonstrate that their time of descent was independent of their weight.
Light is a waveband on the spectrum of gravity.

Humanity exists within the waveband of light.
The Periodic Table describes the building blocks for our range of existence.
Each element owns a discreet range of vibration and because there is but one particle for all, each strand of existence contains the absolute potential of the particle that is its only component.

(Ohm’s Law: $E=IR \quad R=E/I \quad I=E/R$).
Building a bomb.
All is bound by resistance and resistance may be artificially released from elements that are already unstable: Uranium (238) has low mass and high resistance and when Uranium is triggered to a chain reaction its resistance is rapidly released and an atomic bomb results.
Atomic Bomb (rapid release of resistance).
E=MC\textsuperscript{2} was discovered by Albert Einstein in 1905. At the time it was treated as an anomaly but during the 2\textsuperscript{nd} world war it gained importance when it was realized that E=MC\textsuperscript{2} is the formula for a bomb. Einstein and others out of concern for its misuse petitioned the President of the United States to develop the information for the common good. The result was the Manhattan Project which led to the destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The atomic bomb was the first tangible proof of E=MC\textsuperscript{2}. 
E=MC² opened a door to awareness of eternal recurrence but due to the fright of Nagasaki and Hiroshima all approaches since then have been tentative.
E=MC² is not going to go away, it is here to stay and we must gain the information that will allow us to cooperate without fear.
Humanity: a bubble in space/time.
Einstein’s bubble:

E=MC\(^2\) opened the door to real possibility but its reference to the speed of light (C) placed it in a limited container: 186,000 miles/sec. became the outer surface of a bubble that contained everything, or so Einstein presumed. With this in place he attempted to discover a theory of gravity/resistance only to come up short. Alternately, he produced a thesis asserting that gravity is the effect of mass on an inter-connected matrix such as weight on a mattress. He claimed that the rotations of moons and planets are due to movement of lighter bodies around heavier bodies.
Please note:

The potential (E) of the particle is ultimate.

The potential of E=MC² is limited by the speed of light (C).

Substitution: E=MC² to E=IR:

1) (C) Because it defines a level of movement may be substituted by (I).
2) (M) is a level of vibration/weight and may be substituted by (R).
3) Why (C) is squared: The gathered force at any point of acceleration is not weight x velocity (ref. Newton’s Principia Mathematica, 1642), but weight x velocity squared (ref. Émilie du Châtelet, 1706).

Conclusion:

The (E) value for the particle is ultimate whereas the (e) of E=MC² is limited by the speed of light (C).
Using a small quantity of Uranium to blow up a city was the tip of the iceberg compared to the actual power of the particle. The resistance that defines Uranium was released into the gravitational matrix - just as knots dissolving out of wood or ice-crystals to water.
Newton’s AETHER

Isaac Newton (1590-1676)
Benjamin Franklin to Newton on his *Principia Mathematica* (1687):

“Revealing the secret stuff that held the universe together was important, might I say that universal gravitation is perhaps the single most beautiful idea a person had e’re thought of”

Newton’s reply:

“I know not what I may appear to the world, but to myself I seem only to be like a boy playing on the seashore”

Isaac Newton claimed that the force that draws an apple to the ground is the same force that keeps the moon in orbit around the earth. In one fell swoop he unified the heavens with the earth; the unification of the celestial with the terrestrial. He showed that the same laws that govern the planets and their motions also governs the tides and the falling of fruit from a tree. Newton’s discovery was the first time there was a theory of unification for heaven and earth. Newton’s laws regarding gravity were so true that 300 years later they were sufficient to plot the landing of men on the moon.
But, whereas Newton’s equations measured the strength of gravity he nonetheless had no idea of what gravity actually is. He only knew that heaven and earth appeared constant and were reliably measurable.

Until 1921 there was no answer to the question. Albert Einstein experimenting with the nature of light discovered that the velocity of light is a kind of cosmic speed limit; a speed that nothing in the universe can exceed. The idea that nothing can go faster than the speed of light flew in the face of Newton’s picture of gravity.

Newton claimed that the same forces that allowed an apple to fall from a tree also governed the rotation of the moon around the earth or the earth around the sun. He claimed that all is suffused in a common aether that played out according to relative mass and distance, one equilibrium that appears constant and thus measurable. The problem was that he had no idea about what the all-pervasive aether consisted of.

- Wikipedia
Newton claimed that the effect of gravity is instantaneous whereas Einstein claimed that gravity is subject to the speed of light. Newton intuited the bigger picture whereas Einstein contained it. We now know that gravity is the electro-magnetic force of the particle that remains constant as it vibrates to become the universe according to Ohm.
This paradoxical expression is the key to Chinese mysticism. It cannot be translated literally and still render its meaning. Wei is a verb corresponding to the English do or act but sometimes meaning other things, depending on the expression. Wu is a negative. Thus, clumsily, wei wu wei is to do without doing, to act without action. Put positively it means to get along as nature does: the world gets created, living things
grow and pass away without any sign or effort.

More exactly, wu wei is man’s part; he is to be still, quiet and passive so that the Way, Ultimate reality, the universe of being, may act through him without let or hindrance. The first wei is then the part of the Way. To use more familiar vocabulary, the idea is to let God be God in you. The result, we are assured, is incalculable accomplishment, but it might not be any civilization man has achieved to date. Wei wu wei occurs many times in the Tao Te Ching.

- From commentary on the Tao Te Ching by R.B Blakney
“Let God be God in you”
During the 60s and 70s Timothy Leary, Richard Alpert (Ram Dass) and many others sought enlightenment through psychedelics and pilgrimages to the Gurus’ of India. The ecstasy of unity was achieved by some and they became teachers, but unfortunately, enlightenment for enlightenment’s sake is a false prophet. Being here now became the mantra but there is no way around the responsibility of learning what ‘being here now’ actually means in terms of our resistance to who we are. This is the responsibility we all bear.

...not to know it is blindness that works evil.

-Tao Te Ching
It's easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled.

-Mark Twain
In traditional schools thinking is directed to achieve areas of knowledge that are already known. It is necessary to have teachers to direct each area otherwise confusion results. In the study of ‘who we are’ in common the same rule applies but there are no teachers with complete information. Consequently, as thinking drives for self-knowledge and the particle vibrates in response, the limitation of incompletion directs all into ‘clouds of particles’ (quanta) that serve to further obscure the simple truth of one loaded particle creating all.
Humanity is a reaction that thinks to recover.
All forms of thinking dance to the tune of the particle and as long as the particle’s inner life is unknown the emergent principle will remain in control – we are not than we think!
Open Secret

Why are you unhappy?
Because 99.9 per cent
Of everything you think,
And of everything you do,
Is for yourself —
And there isn't one.

- Terence James Stannus Grey
Thinking is our beast of burden until we learn...

We are God.
All levels of resistance are rites of passage; as resistance releases time becomes more inclusive and death loses its grip.
‘Pleased to meet you’
The Emergent Principle is the reciprocal singularity of our deferment and should we become aware it becomes aware. This is the seminal idea behind great Art and Philosophy and now that it may be understood through Ohm’s Law we are finally in a position to take a proper measure of the balance of power.